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Understanding the ontogeny of diving behaviour in marine
megafauna is crucial owing to its influence on foraging success,
energy budgets, and mortality. We compared the ontogeny of
diving behaviour in two closely related species—northern
elephant seals (Mirounga angustirostris, n= 4) and southern
elephant seals (Mirounga leonina, n= 9)—to shed light on the
ecological processes underlying migration. Although both
species have similar sizes and behaviours as adults, we
discovered that juvenile northern elephant seals have superior
diving development, reaching 260 m diving depth in just 30
days, while southern elephant seals require 160 days. Similarly,
northern elephant seals achieve dive durations of
approximately 11 min on their first day of migration, while
southern elephant seals take 125 days. The faster physiological
maturation of northern elephant seals could be related to
longer offspring dependency and post-weaning fast durations,
allowing them to develop their endogenous oxygen stores.
Comparison across both species suggests that weaned seal
pups face a trade-off between leaving early with higher energy
stores but poorer physiological abilities or leaving later with
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improved physiology but reduced fat stores. This trade-off might be influenced by their evolutionary
history, which shapes their migration behaviours in changing environments over time.
lsocietypublishing.org/journal/rsos
R.Soc.Open

Sci.11:230666
1. Introduction
Foraging behaviour is critical to the survival of juvenile animals [1–3] and has a direct impact on their
migration strategies [4–6]. In addition to the distribution of food resources across habitats [7,8], the
development of foraging skills is known to influence the timing, duration and routes taken by
migrating animals [9,10]. Therefore, understanding how foraging behaviour develops at an early age
can provide valuable information about the factors that drive the evolution of migratory behaviours.
This early period is particularly crucial, as it is often characterized by a high mortality rate in long-
lived species [11,12]. The reduced proficiency [13] aspects of individuals’ foraging behaviours [14,15],
and predator avoidance abilities [16,17] provide reasonable explanations for early mortality. To
survive, individuals must balance the conflicting demands of reducing their vulnerabilities to
predation and starvation by efficiently allocating time and energy to predator avoidance and prey
capture [18,19]. This is particularly true for air-breathing marine predators that are strongly
constrained by the need to return to the ocean surface to replenish oxygen stores [20]. Thus,
understanding the development of foraging behaviour and the constraints faced by air-breathing
marine predators during the phase of high juvenile mortality can shed light on the complex factors
driving the evolution of their diving and migratory behaviours [21,22].

Marine mammals have developed physiological adaptations for oxygen storage and utilization to
satisfy the conflicting needs to breathe at the ocean surface but feed at depth [21]. These adaptations
allow for slower utilization of endogenous oxygen stores, enabling prolonged diving durations to
greater depths. Owing to their smaller size, juveniles are constrained by their reduced oxygen storage
[23,24] and cardiovascular systems compared to adults [25,26]. While factors such as learning [27] and
environmental conditions [28,29] influence the ontogeny of diving behaviour, physiological limitations
are the most constraining [30–33]. However, measuring physiological parameters to study oxygen
utilization is challenging in the marine environment, especially in young marine mammals that are
known to have low survival rates [15,34].

In addition, marine mammals often migrate over long distances and their migrations are a critical life-
history trait [35]. Defined as regular, repeated, and large-scale movements, migrations connect different
components of an animal’s life cycle [36], such as feeding, breeding and molting sites. Migration is often
driven by the need for resources such as food, conspecifics, or habitat that vary in abundance or quality
across space and time, requiring some form of energy storage capabilities [37]. Marine mammals have
several physiological adaptations for energy allocation and fasting, as well as for the storage and
mobilization of fats from blubber stores. As a result, their buoyancy can change significantly during
migration. In newly weaned elephant seals (Mirounga spp.), changes in body composition can be
estimated based on the rate of vertical change in depth, during specific dives where seals spend much
of their time passively drifting [38]. Previous research on these so-called ‘drift dives’ revealed that
animals undergo substantial changes in body composition during their very first oceanic migration,
reducing their relative lipid content by between 7% and 20%, as reflected by changes in their drift
rate, crossing neutral buoyancy twice during their entire journey [38].

In migrating species where longitudinal measurements of physiological abilities are not possible,
behavioural variation can be used as a proxy for physiological constraints. For example, owing to
high mass-specific energy demands [39] and limited experience, juveniles often exhibit behavioural
strategies that differ from those of adults [40,41]. Differences between juvenile and adult diving
behaviour have been demonstrated in juvenile European shags (Phalacrocorax aristotelis) that
compensate for their poor foraging abilities by dramatically increasing their foraging time [42].
Another common adaptation in air-breathing marine predators is an increase in dive frequency
[43,44]. To compensate for their lower diving abilities, weaned Weddell seal pups (Leptonychotes
weddellii) have a dive frequency twice that of adults, and spend longer durations at foraging depths to
feed successfully, despite diving closer to their anaerobic threshold [45]. Juveniles might therefore
push their physiological limits to reduce the chances of both predation and starvation [42,46].

Elephant seals provide a unique opportunity to study the characteristics of the dive response in
juveniles owing to their long foraging migrations at sea, allowing remote monitoring of their
physiological development throughout several months, as well as a strong natal site fidelity to their
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Figure 1. Illustrative data from one representative weanling northern elephant seal (ID: 2018070) and one southern elephant seal
(ID: 130072) for comparison. The panels show for each of these two representative seals: (a) the migration routes during their first
trip to sea from Año Nuevo, California, United States of America, and Kerguelen Island, France, respectively in gold and green; (b) a
summary of tag set-up and dive characteristics; the development of (c) maximum diving depth, (d ) dive duration, and (e) daily
median drift rate. Data show clear improvement of diving metrics for both species, with northern elephant seals exhibiting
accelerated development in both diving duration and depth.
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terrestrial colonies that facilitates biologger recovery. There are two hemispherically distinct species of
elephant seals: the northern elephant seal (Mirounga angustirostris), distributed along the west coast of
North America [47], and the southern elephant seal (Mirounga leonina) which is distributed across the
Southern Ocean and on subantarctic islands [48]. Their behaviours on land and at sea are very similar
to adults [49], although they forage in distinct habitats. The body sizes and masses of females are
similar, but males are larger and heavier in the southern species [49]. Pups differ in both weaning
mass and duration, with the northern species weaning at an older age and gaining more mass from
maternal care than the southern species [49,50].

Understanding how physiological constraints and behavioural strategies differ across closely related
species can provide valuable insights about ecological processes that determine the ontogeny of
migration and diving behaviour [22,51]. By comparing the development of diving capacities across the
northern and southern elephant seals, we aimed to identify some of the drivers of the ontogeny of
diving behaviour [14,52]. Given the differences in weaning mass, duration, and maternal care between
northern and southern elephant seals, we predict differences in the ontogeny of diving behaviour
between the two species. We anticipate that these differences will manifest in their respective
developmental trajectories of diving capacities, drift rate (buoyancy, a proxy of body condition, [53]),
providing insights into the unique physiological constraints and behavioural strategies each species
employs during early development.
2. Material and methods
2.1. Study system and animal handling
In 2018, 24 juvenile northern elephant seals (15 females and nine males) from the population at Año
Nuevo Reserve, CA, USA (figure 1a; 37°50 N, 122°160 W) were equipped with an archival time-depth
recorder (MK9, Wildlife Computers, measures time, depth, light) to record their very first trip to sea.
The tags of only four individuals were recovered when they returned to land. Animals were sedated
with an initial injection of tiletamine hydrochloride and zolazepam hydrochloride (Telazol),
administered intramuscularly. Immobilization was maintained with intravenous injections of ketamine
when needed. Using quick-setting epoxy (Loctite, Epoxy General Purpose), the MK9 tag was affixed
to the fur on the centre of the back.
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In 2014, 20 juvenile southern elephant seals (10 females and 10 males) from Kerguelen Islands, sub-
Antarctic French territories (figure 1a; 49°200 S, 70°200 E) were equipped with a custom-designed Argos
relay satellite tag (SPLASH10-F-2961-DSA tag, Wildlife Computers, hereafter DSA tag) and a smart
position transmitting tag (SPOT 293A, Wildlife Computers) that measured diving depth to record
their very first trip to sea. The satellite tags of nine individuals were recovered when they returned to
land (see [15] for details). Animals were captured with a canvas head-bag and anesthetized using a
1 : 1 combination of tiletamine hydrochloride and zolazepam hydrochloride (Zoletil 100) injected
intravenously. Using quick-setting epoxy (Araldite AW 2101), the DSA tag was attached to the fur on
top of the head and the SPOT tag to the centre of the back.

2.2. Data collection
The MK9 tags attached to northern elephant seals sampled pressure every 4 s during the entire trip to sea
(figure 1b). One complete dive (max depth >15 m and duration >60 s) was recorded every approximately
2.2 h (figure 1b) by the DSA tags, with a pressure sampling rate of 1 Hz.

2.3. Data preprocessing
Time-depth records of southern elephant seals were downsampled to 4 s to match the sampling
frequency of the northern elephant seals and facilitate comparison. Dive identification and zero offset
correction of depth were performed using the IKNOS Toolbox detailed by Robinson et al. [54] with
Matlab 9.1 (The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). Dives were identified as excursions from the surface
reaching a maximum depth of at least 10 m and lasting a minimum duration of 30 s.

For northern elephant seals, location data were obtained from the light-level data using the Wildlife
Computers GPE3 algorithm, with the exception of seal ID 2018074 in which the light levels were
corrupted. Using the aniMotum R package [55], we fitted a correlated random walk with a maximum
travel rate of 3 m s−1 on our location data to re-estimate the animal’s position every hour in order to
get a regular time step and handle gaps. The time of day was calculated using the function sunriset()
from the R package maptools, which estimates night-time and day-time based on date-time and
location from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration solar calculator [56].

2.4. Dive type classification
Active bottom dives were identified using a method initially developed on northern elephant seals [57],
based on an index that identifies and scores putative foraging dives. Because elephant seals exhibit a
variety of diving behaviours during the bottom phase of putative foraging dives, most parameters
inferred from time-depth profile, such as foraging depth, size and frequency of vertical excursions (or
wiggles, i.e. small vertical inflections probably associated with prey pursuit) can vary substantially.
The intensity index was designed to assess active bottom dives by encapsulating several key traits
associated with activity, scaled to the size of the bottom phase. Dives that exhibit many wiggles
during the bottom phase, i.e. intensity index higher than 35, were considered as active bottom dives:

intensity index ¼ W�V
R

þ W�V
R

� �
� V

T

� �� �
,

where W is number of wiggles during the bottom phase; V is total vertical distance travelled during
the bottom phase; R is range of depth values during the bottom phase; and T is duration of the
bottom phase.

Drift dives were identified using a method developed by Robinson et al. [58], based on the first
derivative (vertical component of velocity) of the time-depth profile. For each dive, a kernel density
estimation of the vertical speed was used to find both the drift rate (position of the peak) and the
relative proportion of the dive spent drifting at the dominant drift rate (height of the peak). If the
height of the peak exceeded a density of 1, a large proportion of the dive took place at the dominant
drift rate and was thus classified as a drift dive. For each drift dive a drift rate was then estimated
from the dominant peak found on a drift rate kernel density. We summarized these values by
calculating median daily drift rates.

Dives were classified benthic if they had (i) minimal bottom phase vertical excursions, (ii) square
corners, and (iii) a bottom phase slope close to zero. To characterize the bottom phase vertical
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excursions, we also calculated a kernel density of bottom phase vertical speed for each dive. If the peak
fell within the range of ±0.08 m s−1 (nearly flat bottom) and the height of the peak exceeded a density of
1.5 (consistent vertical speed), it was classified as a benthic dive. Additionally, best-fit lines were drawn
for the descent phase and the bottom phase, and the intersection between the two lines was checked
against the animal’s actual trajectory. If the actual trajectory was less than 15 m from the intersection
point (when the switch from descent phase to bottom phase was sharp), it was identified as a benthic
dive. Occasionally, benthic dives would also register as drift dives because of their very consistent rate
of depth change over a large part of the dive, in which case these dives were identified as benthic. The
remaining unclassified dives were categorized as transit dives.

2.5. Statistical analyses
To assess temporal changes in maximum depth, dive duration and daily median drift rate
(figure 1c,d,e), each of these parameters were fitted as the response variable in generalized additive
mixed-effects models, with the number of days since departure as the explanatory variable, using
the function bam() from the R package mgcv [59]. To avoid overfitting, a cubic regression spline
with a maximum of six knots was used as a smooth term [29]. To compare differences between the
northern and southern elephant seals, we included species as a covariate and a grouping factor in
each model; and to account for individual variability, we also included a random effect by
individual on the intercept and the slope [60]. To account for the autocorrelation [29], we included a
first-order autoregressive model, by specifying the parameter rho as the first lag from the
autocorrelation function estimation derived from the acf() function. To estimate age-related increases
in the maximum physiological capabilities of the seals, we calculated the 95th daily percentile of
dive depth and duration for each individual (table 1).

We first calculated these proportions per individual to estimate the proportion of the number of dives
for each dive type at the population level. We then averaged them weighted by the total number of dives.
Two-sample z-tests for proportions without continuity correction were performed to investigate
differences in these proportions between day-time and night-time for each species. A two-sided
Mann–Whitney U-test was used to compare the dive duration and maximum dive depth distribution
between these two species. Where appropriate, variables were described using the mean ± standard
deviation. All statistical analyses were conducted in R Statistical Software 4.2.2 [61].
3. Results
Forty-four weaned juvenile elephant seals from the Año Nuevo and Kerguelen Islands populations were
equipped with a time-depth recorder. Of these, 13 instruments were recovered, recording a total of
105 454 dive profiles (four female northern elephant seals; mean weaning mass ± s.d. = 133 ± 10 kg;
mean straight length from nose to tail tip ± s.d. = 139 ± 7 cm; and seven female and two male southern
elephant seals; mean weaning mass ± s.d. = 108 ± 16 kg; mean straight length from nose to tail tip ±
s.d. = 134 ± 9 cm; table 1). During their first foraging trip to sea, northern and southern juveniles spent
229.4 ± 16 days and 174.7 ± 24.7 days (max 251 days) at sea and travelled 8237 ± 2242.6 km and
7741.6 ± 1093.4 km (max 10 430 km) respectively (table 1).

3.1. Diving behaviours
Both species showed similar patterns in the shape of diving development (figure 2). Within a few days of
departure, they reached 100 m depth, and dived for more than 5 min (figure 2). Both species
reached approximately 20 min by the end of their first trip to sea, the average dive duration of an
adult. Juvenile northern elephant seals exhibited significantly superior maximum dive depth (Mann–
Whitney test, U = 902 643 075, nnorthern = 797 32, nsouthern = 15 387, p < 0.0001) and dive duration (Mann–
Whitney test, U = 897 660 292, nnorthern = 79 732, nsouthern = 15387, p < 0.0001) compared to juvenile
southern elephant seals. These differences were characterized by longer and deeper dives across all
dive types for northern elephant seals throughout their foraging migrations (dive duration: 13.0 ±
4.7 min versus 9.5 ± 4.7 min; maximum dive depth: 289.1 ± 171.8 m versus 167 ± 106.7 m; figure 2).

For most dive types, a similar temporal increase in maximum dive depth was observed between both
species across the first trip to sea (figure 2). Northern pups made transit dives 100–200 m deeper than
southern ones (44.7% of all dives; figure 3). For drift dives (9.1% of all dives; figure 3) and benthic
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dives (16.6% of all dives; figure 3), dive depth and duration were longer for northern elephant seals at the
beginning of the trip. Still, southern elephant seals dived deeper and longer after 150 days at sea
(figure 2). The depth and duration of active bottom dives (29.5% of all dives; figure 3) were similar
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between the two species. Active bottom dives reflected more development in depth and duration than
other dive types for both species (figure 2). Overall, southern elephant seal diving behaviours were
characterized by a lower proportion of transit dives (8.6% versus 53.5%) and a higher proportion of
active bottom dives (53.5% versus 23.7%), compared to northern elephant seals (figure 3).

3.2. Drift rate
Drift rate reflects seals’ buoyancy, and therefore to their body condition [38]. The temporal changes in
daily median drift rate were similar across species (figure 4). Both northern and southern elephant
seals exhibited positive drift rates immediately after departure. The first phase of the oceanic
migration was characterized by a substantial reduction in body condition. Seals reached neutral
buoyancy within approximately 10 days, and their body condition continued to decline until day 50
and 75 for southern and northern elephant seals respectively (figure 4). The second phase was
characterized by an increase in the daily median drift rate, steeper in southern elephant seals, that
slowed down when positive buoyancy was again reached (around day 125 and 137 for respectively
southern and northern elephant seals). For northern elephant seals, this step was followed by a third
phase where daily median drift rate decreased, crossing neutral buoyancy again around day 175.

3.3. Time of day
Day-time and night-time durations were similar across both species, with 13.3 ± 2.4 h and 10.7 ± 2.4 h for
northern elephant seals, and 13 ± 3.1 h and 11 ± 3.1 h for southern elephant seals. Except for transit dives
in the northern elephant seal (two-sample z-test for proportion, z = 1.51, p = 0.876), the proportion of dive
types differed significantly between day and night for both species (figure 3). While southern elephant
seals performed more active bottom dives during the day (32.1% versus 21.4%), northern elephant seals
exhibited the opposite with 16.2% night-time active bottom dives and 7.5% day-time active bottom dives.
The same difference was found for drift dives, where northern elephant seals performed 9.7% of these
dives during the day and 5.3% at night, while southern elephant seals conducted 8.0% and 15.6%
during day-time and night-time (figure 3).
4. Discussion
Despite their similar size and behaviours as adults, we discovered striking differences in development of
diving abilities during the first foraging migration between northern and southern elephant seals. While
previous studies have separately described the ontogeny of these behaviours in each species [14,15,38,62],
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this is, to our knowledge, the first time that both species have been studied together using high-frequency
recorders, which facilitated standardized analysis of behavioural and physiological development and
allowed for meaningful comparisons. Post-weaning elephant seals could reach adults’ average dive
depth and duration by the end of their first trip to the sea (i.e. upon their return to shore). Both
species showed similar patterns of diving development at sea. However, juvenile northern elephant
seals developed much faster overall, which allowed them to undertake deeper and longer dives earlier
in the foraging migration. The observed differences in the ontogeny of diving and migration
behaviour between the two species suggest that key ecological processes may be at play [10,63],
including maternal care trade-offs, physiological constraints, habitat conditions, predation risk, diet
preferences and selection pressures associated with limited body conditions Each of these aspects will
be discussed in detail in the following sections.

4.1. Maternal care
This difference in development of diving abilities could be linked to different durations of maternal
dependency periods, which are essential for muscle maturation in pinnipeds [64–66]. With a lactation
duration of 24 to 28 days [49], northern elephant seals nurse for a few more days than southern
elephant seals (22 to 23 days; [34]) which could allow them to develop larger fat and endogenous
oxygen stores. In addition to the lactation period, the post-weaning fast is also vital for the
development of diving physiology [24]. For instance, in grey seals (Halichoerus grypus), the total body
mass-specific oxygen stores increase by 35% and the calculated aerobic dive limit by 23% during this
period [24]. Both northern and southern elephant seals also increase their mass-specific blood volume
during the post-weaning fast [67,68]. Northern elephant seals have a longer post-weaning fast than
southern elephant seals (56 ± 16 versus 37 ± 11 days, [69]), allowing them to build greater oxygen
stores. The extended nursing and post-weaning fast probably allow northern elephant seals to mature
physiologically, which enables them to dive deeper and longer to some extent. However, this may not
be enough to explain the substantial differences in diving abilities between the two species. Further
studies are needed to assess comparative studies of blood volume and haematocrit concentration in
both species [22].

4.2. Physiology
Like other juvenile marine mammals [45], post-weaning elephant seals are limited in diving physiology
and thus behaviour, owing to lower mass-specific body oxygen stores, higher mass-specific metabolic
rate [68], and smaller body sizes compared to adults. In Australian sea lions (Neophoca cinerea), 3-year-
old juveniles only reach 78% of adult total oxygen stores [31]. The same was found in juvenile Steller
sea lions (Eumetopias jubatus) which have low mass-specific total body oxygen stores until they reach
two years of age [70]. Even after this age, their calculated aerobic diving limit was still lower than that
of adults, probably owing to their smaller size and higher mass-specific metabolic rates. Because
elephant seals reach adult size at 3–4 years of age, post-weaning animals are expected to have lower
diving capacities than adults. However, the difference in diving behaviour observed between post-
weaning northern and southern elephant seals disappears with age. Adults from both species show
similar dive durations (respectively 23.1 ± 2.6 min, [54] and 20.7 ± 4.8 min, [71]) and dive depths
(respectively 516.0 ± 53.2 m, [54] and 542.0 ± 226.0 m, [71]). Considering how constrained newly
weaned elephant seals are in their anatomy and physiology, it is remarkable that, under certain
conditions, they are capable of reaching the typical diving depth and duration of adults, which exceed
those of most pinnipeds [72,73]. Although adult southern elephant seals appear to achieve greater
maximum dive depths and durations compared to adult northern elephant seals [74], the
development of these differences was not apparent during the first trip to sea.

4.3. Habitat
On land, maternal dependency and post-weaning fast periods are both affected by the environment
surrounding the breeding site including weather conditions, female density, and distance to male
fights. These influences might work differently for northern and southern elephant seals given the
observed differences in lactation duration. At sea, adults of both species target mesopelagic prey
within oceanic structures such as cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies [75,76], but little is known about
the foraging habitat of juveniles. Both species forage in different environments: the northeast Pacific
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Ocean and the Southern Ocean. Northern elephant seals feed in the northeast Pacific Ocean, a region
mainly characterized by two eddy hotspots with the Gulf of Alaska and the California Current, along
with the North Pacific Transition Zone where the North Pacific subtropical and subpolar gyres meet
[54]. By contrast, southern elephant seals feed in the Southern Ocean, an annular ocean characterized
by the strong Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) accompanied by the Subantarctic, the Polar, and
the Southern ACC front. The oceanographic characteristics of these two oceans play an important role
in shaping their respective ecosystems and influence distributions, abundances and behaviours of prey
[77], and it is likely that contrasting diving abilities might have evolved in response to these varying
conditions.

4.4. Predation
Better diving abilities are thought to provide an advantage for avoiding predators and/or accessing prey.
Great white sharks (Carcharodon carcharias) and killer whales (Orcinus orca) are the main predators of
juvenile northern elephant seals [78,79]; southern elephant seals are predated by killer whales [80–82]
as well as sleeper sharks (Somniosus antarcticus) [83]. The resulting landscape of fear could therefore
differ between species owing to variations in the habitat and distribution of their predators. For
example, killer whales and great white sharks are known to forage close to shore or in continental
shelf waters [84], whereas sleeper sharks are generally found in deeper waters [75]. As a result, both
species face high predation pressure inshore and near colonies where seal density is high, but
southern elephant seals may face larger predator exposure, as the Kerguelen plateau extends the
continental shelf much further than that of Año Nuevo. This difference in predation pressure may
have shaped the ontogeny of diving behaviour differently in these species as they adapt to their
respective environments and predators.

4.5. Diet
From a foraging perspective, physiological diving constraints can also represent a disadvantage for
young animals feeding on the same prey with the same three-dimensional distribution as adults [70].
This is the case in elephant seals, where adults feed mainly at the bottom of their dives, at depths
beyond the reach of juveniles, especially at the beginning of their migration [85]. If the physiological
constraints are too great, then juveniles may feed on different prey to meet their energetical needs
[45]. Unlike the adults that mostly feed on fish and squid [86], nitrogen stable isotope signatures
reveal that first year juvenile southern elephant seals feed on lower trophic levels [87,88], probably
with a higher proportion of crustaceans in their diet [89,90]. In northern elephant seals, adults feed
mainly on fishes and to a lesser extent on squid [91,92], but information on the diet of juvenile seals is
not available. Juveniles must learn to find, catch and handle prey while managing a limited diving
capacity [14]. When weaned, the large fat reserves act as a buffer while they learn to forage on their
own. The substantial decrease in their body condition suggests that it takes a few weeks before the
pups ingest more calories than they expend trying to find food. Given their poor diving abilities and
high energy requirements, the higher proportion of crustaceans may represent the most feasible
option while they learn to catch and handle fish and squid.

4.6. Body condition
Diet and foraging success influence buoyancy through changes in body composition, making it
paramount to study the foraging ecology of diving animals. Variations in buoyancy directly impact
both elephant seal species’ swimming effort (or stroke-per-meter), with a minimum foraging effort
occurring when seals achieve neutral buoyancy [93–95]. Changes in buoyancy also influence
parameters such as the duration of their haul-outs and selection of foraging habitat, as well as seals’
decisions to continue foraging or return to the land [14]. In our study, all northern elephant seals
initiated their return to land after switching from negatively to positively buoyant, which is consistent
with observations of southern elephant seals [14]. This decision to return may also reflect the
sufficient development of lean muscular tissue, after which excess energy is stored as fat [14]. There
are strong implications for storing optimal amounts of fat to cope with food shortages when deviating
from neutral buoyancy, particularly in capital breeding species in which fat storage during
reproduction provides clear fitness benefits [96].
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Unlike adults, newly weaned elephant seals were positively buoyant at the beginning of their first trip
to sea. Therefore, by delaying their timing of departure, weaned pups may face a trade-off between an
early departure with greater energy stores but poorer physiological capabilities and a late departure that
would extend their post-weaning fast, with improved diving physiology but reduced fat stores [97]. In
southern elephant seals, heavier juveniles that nursed longer have better diving capabilities,
suggesting that smaller individuals are more constrained by their physiological capacities [98]. This
leads to the assumption that having a better body condition at departure should facilitate increased
foraging ability or reduced vulnerability to predation, all conferring a survival advantage [98].
However, while accounting for the small sample size, no relationship was found between survival
outcome and body condition in post-weaned southern elephant seals during their first trip to sea [15],
suggesting that other factors such as predation are likely to contribute to pup mortality during their
first year at sea. Thus, prey and predator distribution heterogeneity may overwhelm the benefits of fat
stores in elephant seals.

4.7. Limitations
Despite knowledge of potential drivers of the ontogeny of diving behaviour, such as maternal care,
physiological processes, predation, habitat and diet, it remains difficult to elucidate why juvenile
southern elephant seals perform significantly more active bottom dives and fewer transit dives than
their congenerics (figure 3). With the same dive type identification method used in both species, the
observed difference suggests that the two species use different feeding strategies. Because the dive
type classification algorithm was developed for northern elephant seals, the disparity in the observed
proportions of dive types could underestimate time spent foraging by southern elephant seals.
Alternatively, assuming their energy intake must be similar, the lower proportion of active bottom
dives in northern elephant seals may indicate they are feeding on more abundant or energy-rich prey.
While active bottom dives have been shown to correlate well with whole-trip foraging success [58,99],
they do not, by definition, account for foraging dives where no vertical excursions (wiggles) are
performed, such as those along the seafloor. Further comparative studies of diet and fine-scale
movement, such as using accelerometers to infer feeding behaviour, are needed to identify the reasons
behind this difference in proportional dive types.
5. Conclusion
The study of juveniles is crucial because the selection pressures they experience are fundamental for
understanding population dynamics. Understanding the mechanisms behind the high mortality
typically observed at age 0–1 (approx. 33%–43% for northern elephant seals, [100]; approximately 45%
for southern elephant seals, [15]) is essential to understand population age-structures and growth rates
[101]. During their first trip to sea, elephant seals must transition from maternal care on land to learning
how to navigate, forage, and survive on their own, in a three-dimensional and highly heterogeneous
environment by improving their physiological capacities, foraging efficiency and predator avoidance
strategies. Our study highlights the importance of comparing the ontogeny of related species to
elucidate significant ecological processes in life-history strategies. By comparing the two elephant seal
species and analysing their behaviour at sea using bio-logging data, we identified potential drivers of
the ontogeny of their diving behaviour. Our results suggest that, although a variety of factors may play
a role, periods of lactation and fasting appear to be the primary drivers. To obtain a broader picture,
future studies should explore the physiological maturation that occurs during the post-weaning fast,
investigate the diet of post-weaning pups and examine changes in their environmental conditions.
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